Global appeal
Liana Khachatryan is multi-tasking in Jacksonville. The 21-yearold Armenian is visiting her cousin while also getting treatment
for her severe astigmatism from Arun Gulani, a sartorially-gifted
ophthalmologist with a penchant for pocket squares.
Khachatryan's blurred vision, caused by abnormally shaped
corneas, is so bad she can barely see inches from her face, said
Gulani, the first eye surgeon in Florida to perform an artificial
corneal transplant. Treatment involves inserting plastic rings into
the corneas to flatten them, possibly followed by advanced laser
surgery. Khachatryan considered getting
treatment in Moscow, which would be
closer to home, but chose Jacksonville
because of Gulani's reputation and hightouch care.
If Khachatryan's looking for things to do
in between eye appointments, she should
talk to Maria Helena Camacho de
Correia. The Venezuelan freelance writer
has been flying to local Mayo Clinic
campus from Caracas for the past 10
years. She is among 28 percent of
patients who travel from outside
Northeast Florida, drawn by the
platinum-plated Mayo brand. "In Latin
America the Mayo Clinic name, the
brand, is well known," said Nancy
Skaran, international administrator.
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instead of Moscow, which would be closer to her home in Armenia.
She’s part of a growing trend of medical tourists.
first came to the Jacksonville campus
while battling breast cancer. The cancer
cancer has gone, but Correia continues to visit Mayo for annual
medical checkups, drawn by its efficiency and attentive service. The
checkup and medical tests take about a week at Mayo, Correia said
through an interpreter. Getting the same checkup in Venezuela would
take about six months.
While making the trip to the United States for medical care is
expensive and time consuming, Correia said, it's money well spent.
"It's not a good idea to have a lot of money," she said, "and not have
health."

